6o6	DEFINITIONS
scions or unconscious source, but proceed from a uniform
co-operation of both, Purely conscious products are no
more convincingly symbolic, per se, than purely uncon-
scious products, and vice versa; it devolves, therefore,
upon the symbolical attitude of the observing conscious-
ness to endow them with the character of a symbol But
they may equally well be conceived as mere causally
conditioned facts, in much the same sense as one might
regard the red exanthema of .scarlet fever as a ' symbol'
of the disease. In such a case, of course, it is correct to
speak of a 'symptom', not of a symbol In my view,
therefore, Freud is justified, when, from his standpoint, he
speaks of symptomatic *, rather than symbolical actions;
since, for him, these phenomena are not symbolic in the
sense here defined, but are symptomatic signs of a definite
and generally known underlying process. There are, of
course, neurotics who regard their unconscious products,
which are primarily morbid symptoms, as symbols of
supreme importance, Generally, however, this is not the
case. On the contrary, the neurotic of to-day is only too
prone to regard a product that may actually be full of
significance, as a * symptom'.
The fact that there are two distinct and mutually
contradictory views, eagerly advocated on either side,
concerning the meaning and the meaninglessness of things,
can only show that processes clearly exist which express
no particular meaning, being in fact mere consequences, or
symptoms; while there are other processes which bear
within them a hidden meaning, processes which have not
merely arisen from something, but also tend to become
something, and are therefore symbols, It is left to our
judgment and criticism to decide whether the thing we
are dealing with is a symptom or a symbol
The symbol is  always a creation of an extremely
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